
Erwin van den 
Bogaard
Game programmer
+ CONTACT

Address Etten-Leur, The Netherlands

Email evdbogaard@gmail.com

Nationality Dutch

Portfolio http://www.evdbogaard.nl/

+ ABOUT

        I consider myself as a passionate, dependable, and well driven team player. I started with

programming roughly eight year ago where I immediately tried to make games with it. It

started with a small website based on an online text-based RPG I was playing around that

time. Over the years I made the jump from PHP to C# and encountered XNA which brought

me my first experience in making games for windows. Thanks to my education I came in

contact with C++ and different engines like Gamestudio A7, Ogre 3D, Unity, etc. During

these years I learned what it meant to work in a team and was able to explore the different

aspects of a game. At that point I slowly started to focus more on game AI as I love to think

of new ways for a NPC to overcome an obstacle and how behavior can be unpredictable

which leads to interesting situations. I would love to work further on game AI and explore

the possibilities that we can use to give a player believable AI.

+ TECHNICAL SKILLS

Programming languages C++ (5+ years), C# (5+ years), OpenGL, OpenCL, Java, PHP

Software Visual Studio (5+ years), Eclipse, Source control (svn, github, perforce)

Engine / platforms Frostbite, Unity, XNA, PS Vita, PS3, UE4

+ INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Battlefield 4 (internship) Internship at EA Digital Illusions CD (DICE).

Duration from march 2013 till August 2013.

Worked on hidden surface removal and usability improvements of vertex 
animation streaming technology, and single player bug fixes in Battlefield 4.

Main programming languages were C++ and C#.

Source control was done through Perforce and github.

Worked with Frostbite Engine. 

Tasks were handed out through JIRA and we had a daily scrum meetings. Team 
size varied between  4 – 10 people.

Luftrausers Game created by Vlambeer.

Worked freelance on this project from March 2013 till August 2013.

Worked on Playstation Vita port of the game and general bug fixes. Was 
responsible for audio, network, and controls on the PS Vita.



Programming language used was C++.

Source control was done through github and svn.

Team existed out of three programmers and communications was mostly done 
through Skype video calls as we were in different countries.

+ EDUCATION

2014 - now

NHTV Breda University of
Applied Science

Master Game Technology

Graduation: 'Team AI: Easy management of soccer team AI'
Procedural Art: 8/10
Research skills: 7.3/10
Usability & UI Desgin: 7.5/10
Thesis writing: 8/10

2009 - 2014

NHTV Breda University of
Applied Science

Bachelor International Game Architecture and Design

Graduation: 'Creating HTN Planner through GOAP'
Specialisation: 8/10
Graphics Programming: 7/10
Mathematics: 7/10
Future technologies: 8/10
Naratology: 7.8/10

+ EMPLOYMENT

2015 – now

Entergaming

Working for a casino company where I work on creation of applications/games 
for ios and HTML5.

2010 – 2015

Chester Crewe

Create and maintain application to manage performance appraisal interviews.
Application is written in C# and uses the .net Framework 4.0

2009 (internship)

Aseweb B.V.

Maintaining website for customers and creating various applications on request 
of customers.
Applications were written in C# and the websites used PHP with MySQL.

+ HOBBIES AND INTERESTS

In my free time I enjoy playing field hockey, meet with friends, work on small hobby programming projects, or 
play games. The type of games I enjoy most are RPGs or simulation games. What I enjoy most in a game is a 
good story and freedom while playing the game. My all time favorite game is Star Wars: Knights of the Old 
Republic, but I have enjoyed many more RPG games. Mostly I use my PC for gaming, but I do own a console 
for the casual FIFA game with friends.
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